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The BDS Movement, Black Lives Matter,
and the Abraham Accords
The recent normalization
agreements between Israel and
the United Arab Emirates, the
Kingdom of Bahrain and Sudan
have been hailed by most observers
as
“transformative”, a groundbreaking moment in the turbulent
world of the Abrahamic faiths.
The enthusiasm, however, is
not shared by one of Israel’s fiercest
critics. BDS activists are watching
in dismay as the Palestinian issue
becomes no more than a territorial
dispute.
Never mind that the
agreements might actually restore
the potential of a path towards a
two-state solution. The BDS movement sloughs off the Abraham
Accords. No peace deal is going to
derail these fanatics from their ultimate objective of obliterating Israel.
And so as the Palestinian
issue recedes in importance BDS
supporters are scrambling to find
new partners to give them badly
needed support. They hope to have
found a “saviour” in the receptive
ears of the influential Black Lives
Matter.
Black Lives Matter was created in 2012 as “a call to action and a
response to the virulent anti-Black
racism that permeates our society”.
But today it peddles the nonsense
that the Black Lives Matter movement is “intrinsically tied to the
Palestinians” and that the prevention of more George Floyd deaths
will happen only if ”apartheid” Israel
stops committing “genocide” and is
punished for offering training to US
police officers like Derek Chauvin.
Today, across the United
States and especially on university
campuses and at anti racism
marches, the BDS Movement has
linked arms with BLM and M4BL
in vilifying Israel. The two speak
the same language. Both accuse

Israel of “murdering children.”
Both believe that Louis Farrakhan
was right when he said that Jews
are “sending this nation to hell.”
But BDS will reap no benefit
from riding on BLM’s coattails. It is
a lost cause, having achieved little
of what Omar Barghouti envisioned.
Converting gullible university students will have no impact on
what transpires between Israel
and its neighbours more than
6000 thousand miles away.
What
should
concer n
Black leaders is that the BLM
platform has led to a serious backlash among progressive Jewish
organizations. “We were stunned
and outraged by the erroneous
and egregious claims of genocide
and apartheid”, The Rabbinical
Assembly of Conservative Judaism
said. The Union for Reform
Judaism told BLM leaders in a
blunt message that it ”rejected
wholeheartedly the notion that
effective anti-racism work can only
be done by denouncing and excorticating Israel”. And in an even
more ominous sign of the growing
rift
the
Jewish
Community
Relations Council of Boston threatened to repudiate the whole BLM
movement.
BDS followers have always
had delusions of grandeur. But BLM
has obvious staying power. We
would hope that Black leaders realize the folly of cutting the umbilical
cord that binds them to Jewish
progressives.
Far better to
acknowledge that Blacks and Jews
are on the same side of the anti-racist
fence. Infecting BLM’s rank and file
with the poison of hate for Jews
and Israel is hardly a blueprint for
increased support among those
who can be strong, empathetic
and dedicated allies.
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THE WORLD IN REVIEW
NEWS OF THE RECENT PAST IS REVIEWED
By NOAH FREEDMAN
Swastika Pool Man
Expelled from Party
Wandercy Pugliesi,
a history professor from
the
state
of
Santa
Catarina in Brazil, is
determined to keep the
memory of the Nazis alive.
In 2014 it was discovered that he had an
enormous swastika filed
into his backyard pool(see
photo below). He named
his son Adolf and is
obsessed with Nazi related
materials, many of which
were seized from him in
1994.
Pugliesi, now 58,
recently decided it was
time to get into politics.
What better way to help
preserve the memory of
the Nazis. He hoped to
run for a seat on his local
town council for the center -right Liberal Party.
But the party told
him he was not welcome to
carry its banner. He was
kicked out “for not ideologically agreeing with the
affiliate”. That was welcome news for the president of the country’s
umbrella Jewish organization, the Brazilian Israelite
Confederation. Fernando

Lottenberg called Pugliesi
“execrable and regrettable.”
“Brazil sent troops
to fight Nazism and fascism”,
added
Sergio
Iokilevitc, president of the
Associacao
Israelita
Catartinense. “It is simply
absurd that there are people who try to make this
type of thing flourish,” he
added.

Rabbi Warned By His Own Shul
Rabbi Ariel Abel of
the
Princess
Road
Synagogue in Liverpool,
England has been told in
no uncertain terms by his
synagogue to stop “bringing it into disrepute”.
Rabbi Abel’s “crime”
was that he questioned
“how it is possible to
halachically allow anyone
to fast” during a pandemic. “No one can possibly
know how, if they catch it,
COVID-19
will
affect
them.
They would be
playing God to decide on a
25-hour fast and allow the
immune system to lower
itself to vulnerability to
this terrible plague. Where

are...our great rabbis in
respect to this?
Rabbi Abel’s article,
which appeared in The
Jewish Telegraph, prompted
senior warden Saul Marks
to issue Abel a letter admonishing him over the
“controversy it has caused
in some circles”.
Marks
stated that while there was
“no objection...to his right

to publish halachic opinions”, the synagogue asks
that he “write nothing that
could reasonably reflect
badly on the congregation”.
Rabbi Abel was further asked to ensure that
his columns are accompanied by a disclaimer that
“the opinions expressed are
his own and not necessarily
(Please turn to page 12)
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THE SAUDIS, THE
JEWS AND FDR’S DOG
HISTORY SHOULD NOT IGNORE FDR’S MEETING WITH THE SAUDI KING
By RAFAEL MEDOFF
Seventy-five years
after President Franklin D.
Roosevelt’s
controversial
embrace of the king of
Saudi Arabia, FDR’s grandson has become part of a
Saudi-financed public relations campaign to celebrate
his late grandfather’s proSaudi policies.
Hall Delano Roosevelt
worked with the LS2 Group,
an
Iowa-based
public
relations firm, to draw

(Dr. Medoff is director of The David S.
Wyman Institute for Holocaust Studies, in
Washington DC, and author of more than 20
books about the Holocaust, Zionism, and
American Jewish history.)
attention to the
75th
anniversary of FDR’s meeting on Valentine’s Day 1945
with King Abdul Aziz Ibn
Saud, according to documents released by the ArabAmerican news site AlMonitor. In the LST Group’s

Foreign Agents Registration
filings last year, it stated
that it is paid $126,500
monthly by the Saudi
Embassy in Washington to
provide “public relations
and media management
services.”

The FDR-Ibn Saud
meeting took place on the
deck of the USS Quincy.
The king came aboard “with
his whole court, slaves
(black), taster, astrologer, &
8 live sheep,” President
Roosevelt wrote to his
cousin, Margaret Suckley.
“Whole party was a scream!”
The president does not
seem to have expressed
concern about the slaves.
(Please turn to page 8)
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EYE ON OTTAWA
CANADIAN MAGEN DAVID ADOM’S BOOKLET PROVIDES A GLIMPSE INTO THE ORGANIZATION’S OTTAWA HISTORY

BY MIKE COHEN
Canadian
Magen
David Adom (CMDA) has
published
a
beautiful
booklet, summarizing its
first 40 years of operation.
At the present time it is
being distributed to its
membership.
As
the
booklet
notes, Ottawa was one of
the first chapters to join
CMDA’s expanding family.
It all started in the
mid-80s when a group of
ladies sponsored a Yiddish
Theatre per formance of
“The Jazz Singer” at which
they started promoting
CMDA as a charitable
cause for Ottawa’s Jewish
Community.
In
1986
Sarah
Swedler
began
coordinating and promoting CMDA events in
Ottawa and in November
of that year organized a
Gala theatre evening at
the Museum of Man. At
the event Swedler and
others expressed their
willingness to form a
CMDA chapter in Ottawa.
In 1987, with the
help of Executive Director

Shirley Moscovitch and
Paul Saxe, the CMDA
Ottawa chapter was officially formed with Sarah
Swedler, Abe Klugsberg,
Pacel
Miller,
Gdalyah
Rosenfeld,
and
Elliot
Gluck among its first
members. Abe Klugsberg
and Pacel Miller acted as
the new chapter’s first
presidents. Shortly after ward, Sam and Dora
Litwack joined the new
c h a p t e r. Sam Litwack
would go on to play a
major role.
CMDA
Ottawa’s
first fundraiser was a theatre
presentation
by
Ottawa’s Yiddish Drama
Group followed by a gala
wine and cheese reception
at the National Museum of
Man. Their efforts led to
the purchase of several
large pieces of medical
equipment for CMDA with
a third Yiddish Theatre event
planned for the fall of
1988.
In addition to helping CMDA with medical
equipment, CMDA Ottawa

worked to help their community with local medical
needs. In 1990 they
launched the Vial of Life
Program for the Ottawa
community. The program
provided a plastic vial
containing four completed
emergency medical forms
free of charge to those in
need.
In
1991
CMDA
Ottawa held a farewell
reception in honor of
Israeli Ambassador and
Mrs. Israel Gur -Arieh.
Contributions and pledges
to were made to Magen
David Adom. MP Herb Gray
was in attendance.
1998 marked the
purchase of a Mobile
Intensive Care Unit. The
funds were collected from
across Canada in honor of
Deputy Prime Minister
and CMDA supporter Herb
Gray, who was recognized
at the dedication ceremony
and
reception
in
Ottawa. The event was a
huge success attended by
Ottawa natives and delegates from CMDA Montreal.

In May 2003 CMDA
supporters Sarah and
Arnold Swedler hosted a
gala
concert
at
the
Canadian
Museum
of
Nature in memory of their
daughter Ina, and in
honor of
Moscovitch’s
retirement. Shirley was
recognized for her devotion and guidance to the
Ottawa chapter throughout the years. The event
was organized by the
Chairman of the Ottawa
chapter Sam Litwack.
Prominent guests included Deputy Prime Minister,
the Honorable Herbert
Gray,
M.P.,
Sheila
Finestone, M.P., Rabbi
Bulka of the Machzikel
Hadas Synagogue, and
Joseph Bitton, National
President of CMDA. The
program featured Cantor
Daniel Benlolo, Director of
the Shira Choir, as well as
the
“Touch
of
Klez”
ensemble.
Sarah
and
Arnold Swedler presented
a cheque for much-needed
equipment for MDA Israel
(Please turn to page 10)

PHOTO ON LEFT (L- R)SUSAN PURITZ, DANIEL AMZALLAG, ANITA VANDENBELD, MP, OTTAWA WEST,
Cantor Daniel Benlolo, Dan Dransfield,Seymour Eisenberg, and National Executive Director Sidney
Benizri at an ambulance dedication in Ottawa in 2017. On right,Seymour Eisenberg, National Executive
Director Sidney Benizri and Cantor Daniel Benlolo at a CMDA event in Ottawa in 2017.
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OTTAWA
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OTTAWA
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OTTAWA
NOSTALGIA
The following items are taken from the January 12th,
1934 edition of The Jewish Standard. They provide an
insight into Ottawa’s early social and communal life. - The
Editor
Mr. A. J. Alexander
of Montreal, who spent a
few days in Ottawa, was the
guest of his son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard Alexander.
Mrs.
A.
Shafer
entertained at a family dinner in honour of Mr. and
Mrs. Victor Finsten of
Toronto.
Mr. Sam Shankman
and his son Stanley spent
the week-end in Ottawa as
the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
W. Shankman.
Mrs. Louis Epstein
has left to spend a week in
Hamilton.
Among those who
entertained for Miss Rae
Hollander, whose marriage
takes place next month
were; Mrs. Frank Freed, tea
at the Chateau Laurier;
Mrs. Abe Zumar, evening
party:
Mrs.
Hyman
Segalowitz, dinner: Miss
Helen Douglas, tea: Misses
Sarah Miller
and
Tillie
Lecovin, tea at the Chateau
Laurier; Mrs. Harry Hertz,

dinner, and Mrs. Jack
Salter, bridge.
Mrs. P. Hoffman and
Mrs.
C.
Smolkins
of
Montreal, were the guests of
Mrs. and Mrs. J. Ginsberg,
Stewart Street, during their
stay in Ottawa.
Mrs. A. Greenberg
has
left
for
Detroit,
Michigan, where she will
attend the marriage of her
daughter,
Miss
Freda
Greenberg,
to Mr, Mark
Ellis, of Detroit.
Mrs. Irving Shaffer
entertained at dinner to
honour her mother, Mrs.
Victor Finsten of Toronto.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess
Abelson, who spent the
week-end in Montreal, have
returned home.
Mrs. R. Heilingher is
entertaining at dinner this
evening in her home; and
also at a dance at the
Chateau Laurier, in honour
of her daughter, Sylvia.
Covers will be laid for twenty six.
(Please turn to following page)

We Extend Best Wishes to the Jewish Community of
OTTAWA
and to our Jewish Friends and Customers.
May your Festival of Lights celebration be a
joyous occasion.
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Mr.
S.
Miller,
Clemow Avenue, will sail
from New York City tomorrow to spend several
months abroad.
An interesting wedding ceremony was solemnized in the James St.
Synagogue on Sunday,
when
Rave
Greenberg,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Greenberg, was united in
marriage to Mr. Aaron
Agulnik, son of Mrs. and
Mrs.
F.
Agulnik
of
Morrisburg, Ont.
Pauline
Bilsky
Chapter of Hadassah: Miss
Eva Bilsky, 118 Driveway,
entertained the members of
the Chapter at an enjoyable
meeting and tea, held at her
home.
Mrs. A. Slone
presided over a short business meeting and introduced Mr. J. A, Stiles, the
Chief
Executive
Commissioner of the Boy
Scout Association, who
spoke on the subject of
“Problems of Child Training
and Character Building.”
Lilian
Freiman
Chapter of Hadassah: Mrs.
B. Bookman was hostess at
tea on Tuesday afternoon
for the members of the
Chapter in the vestry room
of the King Edward Avenue
Synagogue. The President,
Mrs. D. Epstein, introduced
the guest speaker of the

afternoon event, Mr. Max
Bookman, who spoke on
Judaean work.
Ottawa
Hebrew
Benefit Society: Ald. J. E.
McVeigh, speaking before
members of the Ottawa
Hebrew Benefit Society in
Pythian Hall, delivered a
comprehensive address on
taxation which proved of
timely interest to a large
number of people present.
Introduced by the chairman
of the entertainment committee,
B. Weis,
Mr.
McVeigh was thanked on
behalf of the Society by
Henry Finkelstein.
Ladies Auxiliarly of
the Rideau St. Synagogue:
Mrs. C. Gencher and Mrs.
M. Cornblatt were joint
hostess at a tea held over
the weekend and under the
auspices of the Ladies
Auxiliarly.
A substantial
sum of money was realized.
Mrs. C. Kert and Mrs. J.
Pollack presided over the
dainty tea table, assisted by
Mrs. J. Gencher, Miss Leah
Cohen,
Miss
Raye
Cornblatt,
Miss
Fanny
Pollock and Miss Bertha
Gencher.
Naomi Chapter of
Junior Hadassah: Members
of the Chapter met at the
home of Misses Thelma and
Eileen Rivers. Miss Nettie
Bessin presided.
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THE SAUDIS, THE KING AND FDR’S DOG
(Continued from page 5)
The U.S. ambassador to Riyadh, William
Eddy, was the official notetaker. He wrote down the
two leaders’ remarks in the
form of a “Memorandum
of Conversation,” which both
he president and the king
signed. One of the topics

they discussed was whether
or not the Arab world could
accept the creation of a
Jewish
homeland
in
Palestine. Roosevelt asked
Ibn Saud for his view of “the
problem of Jewish refugees
driven from their homes in
Europe.”

We Extend Best Wishes for
CHANUKAH
to the Jewish Community of Ottawa
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Ibn Saud responded
that he opposed “continued
Jewish immigration and the
purchase
of
land
[in
Palestine] by the Jews.” The
king insisted that “the
Arabs and the Jews could
never cooperate, neither in
Palestine, nor in any other
country.”
President
Roosevelt “replied that he
wished to assure his
Majesty that he would do
nothing to assist the Jews
against the Arabs and would
make no move hostile to the
Arab people.”

The king asserted
that the Jews should be
“given living space in the
Axis
countries
which
oppressed them,” rather
than Palestine. In response,
“The President remarked
that Poland might be considered a case in point. The
Germans appear to have
killed three million Polish
Jews, by which count there
should be space in Poland
for the resettlement of many
homeless Jews.”
On March 10, several weeks after the meeting,
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CHANUKAH
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THE ACCESSIBLE PLAY STRUCTURE AT THE
Soloway Jewish Community Centre has provided
children of all exceptionalities a place to be
active. The structure was built thanks to a
$127,200 Ontario Trillium Foundation (OTF)
Capital grant. The goal which kick-started in 2019
in collaboration with the Jewish Federation of
Ottawa, Soloway Jewish Community Centre
(SJCC), OJCS, the Jewish Ottawa Inclusion
Network (JOIN), Tamir – Keshet for Kids, and
Thinking in Pictures Educational Services
(TIPES), was to create a modern new playground that was accessible and inclusive. Barry
Sohn, President and COO of the Soloway JCC
remarked, “This has been a wonderful collaborative effort between professionals from multiple
agencies on Campus, volunteers, and community
leadership...The play structure is a huge hit.”
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Ibn
Saud
wrote
to
Roosevelt, asking him to
oppose the continued development of a Jewish homeland in Palestine. In his
April 4 reply, FDR recalled
“the memorable conversation which we had not so
long ago” and reaffirmed
that “no decision [will] be
taken with respect to the
basic situation in that
country without full consultation with both Arabs and
Jews.” He also reiterated
that he “would take no
action, in my capacity as
Chief of the Executive
Branch of this Government,
which might prove hostile to
the Arab people.”
Speaking to a joint
session of Congress on
March 1, 1945, FDR departed from his prepared text to
offer an ad-libbed comment

about Palestine: “I learned
more about the whole problem, the Moslem problem,
the Jewish problem, by
talking with Ibn Saud for
five minutes than I could
have
learned
in
the
exchange of two or three
dozen letters.”
Roosevelt’s remark
ignited a firestorm of criticism in the American
Jewish community. “One
wonders why Arab [leaders]
were consulted about the
fate of the Jewish National
Home,”
the
American
Zionist leader Dr. Abba
Hillel Silver complained.
“Were the Jewish people
consulted about the fate of
Iraq, or Syria, or Saudi
Arabia?”
“Did [the president]
learn nothing from years of
association with Zionist

9
leaders?,” the editors of The
Reconstructionist
asked.
“Does the fact that all these
Arab states waited until
they got a personal invitation to declare war upon
Germany teach him nothing? Does the all-out war
effort by the Jewish yishuv

[of Palestine] convey nothing to our President? Was
his personal pledge last fall
to the Zionist convention
based upon little or no
knowledge?”
There was criticism
on Capitol Hill, too—includ(Please turn to following page)
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CHANUKAH
to our Jewish Friends and Clients in
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THE SAUDIS, THE KING AND FDR’S DOG
(Continued from preceding page)
ing from members of FDR’s
own party.“The choice of the
desert king as expert on the
Jewish question is nothing
short of amazing,” Sen.
Edwin Johnson (Democrat
of Colorado) declared. “I
imagine that even Fala [the
president’s dog] would be
more of an expert.”
Nothing about that
controversy was mentioned
at the U.S. Navy’s recent
commemoration of the 1945
meeting between FDR and
Ibn Saud. Speakers lavished praise on the USSaudi
alliance,
sailors
hoisted the two countries’
flags, and a reenactment of
the famous photo of the
original
meeting
was
staged—this time featuring
the president’s grandson, a
descendant of the Saudi
king, and the head of the
U.S. Naval Forces Central
Command. No black slaves
were visible in the reenacted
scene.
As president of the
growing U.S.-Saudi Arabian
Business Council and cofounder of the Friends of
Saudi Arabia, Hall Delano
Roosevelt is devoted to ex-

•
EYE ON OTTAWA
(Continued from page 5)
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in Ina’s memory. The
donation was accepted by
Shirley Moscovitch and
National President Joseph
Bitton.
Over the years,
CMDA Ottawa has donated ambulances, MICUs
and medical equipment to
MDA Israel. They have not
only
held
charitable
fundraising events, but
have also participated in
events
with
Ottawa’s
Jewish community, having
booths or tables with promotional items and literature and volunteers ready
to
tell
Magen
David
Adom’s story. One notable
event that CMDA Ottawa
holds is an annual Yom
Ha’atzmaut celebration at

panding relations between
the United States and
Saudi Arabia. Not surprisingly, FDR’s grandson has
been emphasizing what he
sees as the positives of the
1945 meeting. It was “historic” and demonstrated
that the Saudis wanted to
be “a productive part of the
world,” he said in recent
interviews.
But the unsavory
side of that 1945 meeting—
from the king’s black slaves
to the disturbing comments
by President Roosevelt and
Ibn Saud regarding the
Jews—should
not
be
papered over. The public
has a right to know the full
story.

HAPPY CHANUKAH
TO THE JEWISH
COMMUNITY OF
OTTAWA
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which they show their
appreciation to their contributors and friends. A
treat for CMDA Ottawa’s
members and supporters,
the event is a smash every
year.
In 2008, Sam and
Dora Litwack and their
family donated an ambulance in honour of their
50th Wedding Anniversary.
The year 2011 saw
the launch of a unique
fundraising endeavor in
Ottawa. Chapter President
Seymour Eisenberg explained that the objective
was to purchase an ambulance for Israel, and that
the campaign, d u b b e d
the “Mitzvot Ambulance
Campaign”, was based on
the 613 mitzvot in the
Torah.
In 2014 Ottawa
held an evening of music
at Ottawa’s majestic Beth
Shalom Synagogue. The
evening’s entertainment
was directed by Cantor
Daniel Benlolo and featured the talented voices
of the Tamir Neshama,

11

Beth Shalom, and Shiru
Lach choirs who performed
in English, Hebrew, and
Yiddish. CMDA’s National
Youth Coordinator and
MDA Paramedic Daniel
Amzallag was the evening’s
guest speaker. Cantor
Benlolo then arranged a
memorable visit to t h e
Ottawa Jewish Community
School by the National
Executive Director Sidney
Benizri
and
Daniel
Amazallag to inform children about Magen David
Adom and the importance
of tzedakah.
In celebration of
CMDA’s 40th anniversary,
a fundraising concert was
planned in Ottawa by
Cantor Daniel Benlolo.
Since its establishment in
the 1980s, CMDA Ottawa
with the help of the Ottawa
Jewish community, has
continued to support MDA
Israel with ambulances
and medical supplies.
For more information, readers should call
1-800-731-2848 or email
info@cmdai.org.

HAPPY CHANUKAH TO ALL OUR
JEWISH FRIENDS AND CLIENTS IN
OTTAWA
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Jewish Community of
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gogue in 1999 and since
2014 has been active on a
part time basis. His dynamic leadership has helped
give the congregation new
life. As for Saul Marks...he
expressed great enthusiasm
when Marks rejoined the
synagogue. “We’ve worked
with him for many years in
different capacities and his
move here means he’ll be
able to provide us, and in-

WORLD IN REVIEW
(Continued from page 3)
those shared by Liverpool
Old Hebrew Congregation
or its management”. The
Liverpool
Old
Hebrew
Congregation is popularly
known as the Princess Road
Synagogue.
Rabbi Abel is unrepentant. He maintains that
“we have no right in Judaism

to disregard clear and palpable dangers. . . There is
nothing holy about wading
into a 25 hour fast in the
knowledge that you could
be dead within a fortnight
because of the risk you
took”.
Rabbi Abel first
joined the Orthodox syna-
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deed the whole Liverpool
Jewish community, with a
more complete ministerial
service.”
It remains to be seen
how strained the relationship has now become.

Israel and the UAE Battle In Soccer
The soccer leagues
of Israel and the United
Arab Emirates announced
that they reached an agreement about future play.
The heads of the
Israeli Professional Football
League and UAE Pro League
signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) that
would include matches be-
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TO MARK THE HISTORIC
Abraham Accord
Temple
Coins has minted a limited
quantity of ornate commemorative medals de-signed by
master numismatic artist
Aharon Shavo. The front of
the medal is adorned with
the Israeli and UAE flags,
flying over an intricate silhouette of the holy city of
Jerusalem and Abu Dhabi
skylines,
which
merge
together in symbolic unity.
Immediately below the skyline are the words “Abraham
Accord” inscribed in Arabic,
Hebrew, and English. An
eagle holding an olive
branch and arrows, the Seal
of the President of the United
States, completes the front
design. The medallion is
available for purchase at
www.Temple-Coins.com for
$150.
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tween the teams of both
countries.
Israeli league chairman Erez Halfon said “it
seems that there’s more
that unites us than divides
us,” mentioning possible
areas of cooperation that
include “promotion, sports
technologies and social
commercial collaborations.”
Following the agreement, the Al-Nasr SC soccer
team based in Dubai signed
Israeli national team midfielder Dia Saba, who
became the first Israeli to
play on a team in an Arab
Gulf state.

Gal Gadot
And Cleopatra
Israeli actor Gail
Gadot is a superstar, one of
the highest paid actors in
the film industry.
She
earned $20 million for the
Netflix film “Red Notice” and
reportedly has a net worth
of over $30 million. She is
best known for her role as
(Please turn to following page)
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(Continued from preceding page)
Wonder Woman.
Now Gadot has been
cast as the legendary
Egyptian queen Cleopatra.
The announcement was
greeted with scorn from at
least one angry source.
Former
journalist
and
beauty queen Sameera
Khan complained that the
role should have gone to a
“stunning” Arab actress
instead of a “very bland
looking Israeli”. Khan wrote
on Twitter: “Your country
steals Arab land & you’re
stealing their movie roles.”
While Khan asked
what “Hollywood dumbass
thought it would be a good
idea to cast an Israeli
actress as an Egyptian
icon”, she forgot to mention
that Cleopatra was actually
of Greek Macedonian origin.
Cleopatra was a descendant
of Ptolemy I, a Macedonian
Greek who established himself as king of Egypt after
the death of his companion
Alexander
the
Great.
However, because her mother’s
identity has not been verified,

Cleopatra’s ethnicity remains a mystery.
Gadot is not the first
white woman to play
Cleopatra. Claudette Colbert,
Vivien Leigh and Elizabeth
Taylor have all portrayed
the historical figure in previous movies.
Gadot has shrugged
off the criticism. She says
the Paramount Pictures
biopic
aims
to
bring
Cleopatra’s story “to the big
screen in a way she’s never
been seen before”,
The film is set for
release on Christmas Day.

Lawyer Made
History
Bernard Cohen was
a 29 year old lawyer in private practice in Alexandria,
Virginia when the American
Civil Liberties Union asked
him and Philip Hirschkop to
take the case of Mildred and
Richard Loving. The couple
had contacted them with a
serious problem.
Mildred Loving was

We Extend Best Wishes to Our Jewish Friends throughout
OTTAWA
We wish you continued success in the years ahead.
It is always our pleasure to serve you.
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Black and indigenous. Her
husband Richard Loving
was white. They had been
criminally
charged
in
Virginia for marrying. The
couple managed to avoid jail
time by agreeing not to
enter Virginia for 25 years.
But Richard and
Mildred were homesick,
Mildred returned to Virginia
while Richard remained in
Washington. That is when
they approached the ACLU
for help.
Cohen and Hirschkop
worked the case through the
Virginia courts with the aim
of getting it to the Supreme
Court. “I knew it was going to
the Supreme Court”, Cohen
said in 1992, “And I definitely thought there was something serendipitous about the

We Wish Our Jewish
Friends and Patients
A Joyous
Chanukah Celebration

fact that the case would be
called
Loving
vs
the
Commonwealth of Virginia.”
Cohen told the justices that Richard Loving had
asked him to tell the court
that “I love my wife and it is
just unfair that I can’t live
with her in Virginia.”
On June 12, 1967,
the U.S. Supreme Court
unanimously ruled that
Virginia’s laws prohibiting
interracial marriage were
unconstitutional. They violated the 14th amendment.
The decision overturned
bans on marriage on the
basis of race in 16 different
states.
Richard Cohen eventually served in the state legislature
as
a
liberal
Democrat. He died recently
at age 86.
Tragically, Richard
Loving was killed by a
drunk driver in 1975 at the
age of 41. Mildred died of
pneumonia in 2008.
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OTTAWA
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Russian Prisoner
Wants Shabbat Off
Danil Beglets was
sentenced to two years in a
Moscow prison for allegedly
showing a policeman at a
demonstration in July of
2019. He is in a penal
colony some two hundred
miles
southwest
of
Moscow.
Please turn to following page)
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Beglets has now
gone on a hunger strike
claiming that authorities
are punishing him by not
providing
kosher
food
because he refused to work
on Shabbat. “I refused to
work”, Beglets wrote in a
statement to his attorney,
“suggesting that my shift be
rescheduled so I may
observe the day of rest to
which I am entitled.”
Beglets also appealed for
Russian Chief Rabbi Berel
Lazar to intervene on his
behalf.

Fox Jewish Vote Analyst
Angers Trump
Long before other
networks called Arizona for
Joe Bidon, the conservative
Fox News “decision desk
team” declared the vicepresident the winner.
The call surprised

the network’s anchors. It
infuriated Donald Trump.
In an early morning White
House appearance an irate
Trump made it quite clear
that he was not happy with
“the gentleman who called
it”.
Well, that gentleman, surprisingly for Fox,
was a registered Democrat
from New York Arnon
Miskin who, despite his
political leanings is the
leader of the Fox numbers
team. Both of Mishkin’s
parents were Holocaust
survivors and he belongs to
the Upper West Side synagogue B’nai Jeshurun.
At
12:30
a.m.
Mishkin appeared on air
and Fox host Bret Baier
asked him if he was “100%”
certain about his call.
“Absolutely,” Mishkin responded. “We made it basically after a half an hour of
debating ‘is it time?’’
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RESILIENCY AND DETERMINATION
AT TORAH DAY SCHOOL
The surprise of
the
COVID-19
global
pandemic has certainly
taught Torah Day School
of Ottawa (TDSO) how
resiliency and deter mination are driving forces
in an organization’s success.
In March, when
TDSO was forced to shut
their doors, the staf f
quickly
jumped
into
action to develop an
online teaching plan.
Within 48 hours of the
school’s closure, faculty
and staff had converted
their in-person lessons
to virtual ones. That
meant ensuring that students
in
pre-kinder garten through grade
eight had the ability to
sign into their “virtual”
classrooms to receive
exciting and simulating
lessons until their summer break.
Fast forward to
the new school year,
staf f and faculty worked

together to make the
school building safe for
children and teachers to
attend in-person classes.
That
meant
dividing
classrooms so that fewer
students were in the
same room, distancing
their desks and developing new lessons on the
importance of safe social
distancing. These measures, along with daily
health screening and
sanitization
protocols
have been embraced by
the students, faculty and
parents. Although the
numerous changes involved were a daunting
task, the staff did what
needed to be done!
COVID-19
has
made TDSO change as
an organization, but it
hasn’t
changed
the
school’s ability to provide their students with
an immersive Jewish
education that will give
them the tools to succeed in life.

ISRAEL PRESIDENT REUVIN RIVLIN LIGHTS
a Candle on the first night of Chanukah.
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